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Wide Business World of Sports 
 

Overview 
 
Just like any other business, sports enterprises must grow, and growing means increasing 
revenues year on year. No matter how large, loyal, and evangelical their fan base, no matter how 
much information is shared, a team has to perform well on the field, court, or rink and on the 
financial ledger in order to stay in business and keep stakeholders happy. 
 
The major revenue components in any athletic organization are: 
 

• Stadium based revenues (including ticket sales, concessions, parking) 
• Merchandise 
• Sponsorships 
• Advertising dollars 

 
Sports organizations also receive monies from broadcast right for games aired on TV, radio, and 
other outlets (e.g., YouTube.) 
 
In many sports organizations, different departments are responsible for different revenue 
components, and each of these departments deploys its own marketing and promotional 
campaigns.  
 
Finding ways to create new and strengthen existing fan connections and then to turn those 
connections into revenues are top priorities for any sports organization. Two fundamental ways of 
converting fan connections to revenues are: 1) Increased ticket sales attendance; and 2) 
increased merchandise sales. In the former instance, the sports organization may be its own 
competition; many fans who used to be repeat ticket buyers now prefer to stay at home with their 
widescreen TVs or go to a local sports bar to watch the games. This trend may have an indirect 
negative impact on merchandise sales; those fans who are now staying at home aren’t paying for 
parking, buying concessions or buying team merchandise on impulse during the game. 
 
The other two significant revenue sources must also be nurtured. Sponsorships and advertising 
play a key role in the financial health of any sports organization. Verizon Wireless ousted Sprint 
as an NFL sponsor for a deal worth $720 million and corporate sponsorship of a NASCAR entry 
runs between $10 and $15 million. The numbers may be smaller, but the importance of 
sponsorships and advertising in college sports is no less significant. 
 

A View from the Blimp 
 
The never-ending flow of information and content from sports teams is a big advantage for any 
marketing campaign. There is a steady stream of new content, primarily video: Statistics, news 
about players and coaches, and stories about the team’s past and present are just a few 
examples of the constant course of material that can be used for marketing and promotion. 
Marketers send this material through multiple communication channels to reach and influence 
fans and prospects. 
 



 

 

As technology has evolved and changed, team organizations’ online presence has also 
progressed. In addition to reaching out to fans through the written word, most sports 
organizations use video clips on YouTube, the third most visited web site in the world. YouTube 
revolutionized the video broadcasting scene, and its popularity brought athletic enterprises to its 
door. Organizations such as the NBA now have thousands of video clips on their YouTube 
channels being watched, shared, and commented on by tens of thousands of viewers. And the 
story continues: In March 2011, BusinessWeek magazine reported that YouTube was in 
negotiations with the NBA and NHL for video webcasting rights. Experts anticipate seeing similar 
deals with other sports leagues in the U.S. and around the world. 
 
Blogs, Facebook pages, and Twitter accounts have created two-way communication channels 
between players, coaches, and sports organizations. For example: 
 

• The NBA has 3.6 million fans of Facebook and Twitter, posts updates and forwards 
tweets from fans. It has a YouTube channel with video highlights and behind-the-scenes 
footage 

• The NFL has 1.5 million Twitter followers and about 330,000 Facebook fans. It posts 
updates, engages fans through quizzes, and retweets its employee’s posts. 

• Many teams’ mascots have their own Twitter accounts, leveraging personality and brand 
to promote special events and offerings and to drive followers to online campaigns. 

• The NBA and Miami Dolphins are among a number of organizations that are leveraging 
the immense popularity of polls, quizzes, and top-five lists, encouraging fans to 
participate on their Facebook pages and to share with their own friends. 

• The Cleveland Indians have created the Tribe Social Deck, a special “press box” in the 
team stadium for bloggers, tweeters, and other social media users, to engage fans in a 
new way and increase its social media footprint. 

• Organizations including the NHL and its teams encourage fans to check-in on 
Foursquare, a “geolocation” application that broadcasts a user’s location via other social 
media channels. Incentives are often included, such as discount coupons for the 
merchandise that can only be unlocked by Foursquare users. 

• Many individual professional players are high profile social media personalities and fans 
love having direct access to their favorites. Shaquille O’Neal has consistently been on the 
Top 20 list of all Twitter users (including TV/movie celebrities and musicians); his follower 
list has gone well over three-million and counting. LeBron James made savvy use of 
Twitter when speculation about “which team” was rife in 2010; within two days of 
announcing he was tweeting, he had over 300,000 followers, and is now approaching the 
two-million mark. A number of athletes who use social media to promote products they 
endorse have seen big results in the form of additional income.  

• Some teams are setting up their own social media networks. The Indianapolis Colts led 
the way with mycolts.net, a dedicated site that offers opportunities to members that are 
not available to other fans. The New York Knicks have done something similar with 
knicksnet.com. 

• Many teams, leagues, and conferences have created proprietary mobile applications (see 
sidebar) to give fans access to a rich array of multimedia information via smartphone and 
digital tablet. 

• In collegiate sports, coaches including University of Kentucky’s basketball’s John Calipari 
(over one million followers) and USC football’s Pete Carroll (almost 500,000 followers) 
maintain very active and popular Twitter accounts. 



 

 

• Collegiate teams including the Ohio State Buckeyes, the Oklahoma Sooners, and the 
Wisconsin Badgers have very strong online social networks that offer links, photos, and 
videos to fans as well as opportunities for direct comment and conversation.  

 
These examples reflect the vast potential that internet-based communication channels offer 
sports organizations. This opens a whole new range of marketing opportunities for the sports 
business along with new connections to fans. As Ted Leonsis

1
 told a group of reporters from the 

Washington Post, “I have a direct, unfiltered way to reach our audience now, and I think that 
harnessing that is what you have to do as ownership, because we are media brands.” 
 
Essentially, the internet has been instrumental in directly connecting teams to their fans in two-
way interactions, bypassing the “media middleman” of the past. A sports organization today is 
also a media management organization.  

 
The Sports Arena – A Media Management Metaphor 
 
Team, league, and conference media management resembles a sports arena in several ways: 
 

• Fans approach from all directions, enter and exiting through multiple gates. 
• There are multiple “tiers” of fans, from “nose bleed seats,” to VIP boxes. 
• Sponsors and advertisers look for ways to influence fans by identifying themselves with 

the team in various ways. 
• Concessions offer special deals and promotions to sell more merchandise. 

 
Understanding and Managing Media Traffic Flow 
 
Media traffic flow management challenges include: 
 

• “Taming” the massive amount of information that must be organized and distributed. 
• Creating communication initiatives that directly impact revenues (e.g., increased 

ticket/merchandise sales). 
• Capturing detail-rich data on fans and other audiences of interest through web analytics 

and using the data efficiently. 
• Ensuring brand consistency across all communication channels, including those being 

used by individuals (e.g., coaches and players.) 
 
In both collegiate and professional organizations, there are often disjointed communication efforts 
across the entire enterprise or athletic department. Different people and groups have different 
responsibilities, different resources, and different objectives, which make it difficult to ensure 
consistent messaging and content delivery that effectively promotes the team brand. 
 
Providing Multiple Entrances/Exits 
 
Web-based interactions have almost exponentially increased the available avenues of 
communication for sports organizations. Besides the “Big Three” – Facebook, Twitter, and 
YouTube – there are dozens of other sites that provide access to a favorite team or player. And it 

                                                 
1
 Ted Leonsis is the founder, chairman and majority owner of Monumental Sports & Entertainment, 

comprised of three professional sports teams: the Washington Capitals (NHL), the Washington Wizards 

(NBA) and the Washington Mystics (WNBA). 



 

 

isn’t simply about what is communicated anymore; the number of ways that a fan can access 
these sites has increased. 
 
Smartphones, digital tablets, and laptop computers have created a highly mobile wireless society, 
and social media can reach fans on whatever devices they prefer to use. This is a big reason why 
many teams and sports clubs are creating and promoting proprietary mobile apps. Fans can 
download a favorite team’s app and get a continuous stream of in-depth visual and audio 
information with a single tap of a finger. A proprietary app has numerous business advantages to 
the organization: It offers higher message delivery rates for advertisers and sponsors, captures 
detail-rich data about users, and can span age demographics to appeal to a very wide audience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Mobile Applications: The Newest Player on the Field 
 
As digital devices have become more versatile, demand for content and personalization has 
drastically increased. This is particularly true for spectator sports. Fans hungry for statistics, 
player information, and real time game plays can get all that information and more – wherever 
they are, at any time, and on whatever screen they prefer. 
 
Sports leagues and franchises, as well as news organizations, have responded to this demand 
by entering the mobile application market. Mobile apps are available for a range of devices and 
operating systems including iPhone, Android, Blackberry, Kindle and iPad; some apps are free 
while others cost between $4.99 and $14.99 to download and install. 
 
The functionality of these apps is extensive. MLB’s At Bat app on iTunes ($14.99), for example, 
offers users these features: 
 

• See key plays and pivotal moments from every game with Live Look-Ins (No blackout 
restrictions) 

• Archived games to watch every game from 2011 on-demand 
• Virtual check-in when at the ballpark 
• Interactive venue maps 
• Expanded video highlights 
• Direct social media connection with Twitter and Facebook 
• Exclusive offers and rewards and more 
• Access paid MLB.tv subscription to watch live out-of market games all season 
• Home and away radio broadcasts 
• In-progress video highlights 
• Game day pitch-by-pitch tracker 
• Games and video library archive, searchable by player, team or keyword 
• Customize the home screen to feature a favorite team. 

 
In addition to generating revenue from sales of their app, a sports organization acquires valuable 
intelligence from the app’s functions. Every action a user takes can be tracked, most popular 
content can be identified, and results from special offers can be captured in near real time.  
 
This gives fans the content they want, where, when, and how they want it, and gives sports 
organizations rich information about customer base – it’s a win-win proposition. 



 

 

Providing the Right Arena Concessions 
 
The rich intelligence that sports organizations can capture through effective media management 
enables better results in advertising sales, sponsor procurement, and merchandising. Surveys 
and polls distributed through multiple media channels are used to reveal fan preferences and 
opinions. Contests and sweepstakes attract additional fans and motivate them to participate in 
media conversations that provide useful information to marketers. Using the data captured from 
activities like these, sports organizations can: 
 

• Create ticket/merchandise special offers that produce better results 
• Make well-targeted offers and opportunities available to fans on behalf of sponsors and 

advertisers. 
• Disseminate information that will attract more fans and participation.  

 

The Key to the Media Management Arena 
 
Effective media management requires a centralized hub that directs communications, monitors 
interactions, and captures marketing-critical data. This hub also needs to leverage automation 
and web-based technologies in order to streamline execution and management of marketing 
initiatives that rely heavily on multimedia communication. 
 
This is the key to the media management arena. A centralized hub will address media traffic flow 
challenges and help unify communication across all organization departments. Its functionality 
should include the ability to: 
 

• Reach fans through whichever communication channels they prefer 
• Manage both public and proprietary channels (including mobile apps) 
• Create a message once and deliver it automatically through all applicable channels 
• Create content (videos, surveys, polls, games, promotions, sweepstakes) once and 

deliver everywhere automatically 
• Respond to content by posting across all branded online pages 
• Manage messages, replies and comments from all channels in one place 
• Test messages to determine which produce best results 
• Determine what content performs best 
• Target offers to fan segments based on profile and media activity 

 
• Collect and analyze extensive metrics from all media channels and types in order to: 

 
o Identify top posters, influencers, traffic locations, hot topics and trends 
o Understand users and their needs by their actions 
o Understand how your content is shared and who is sharing it 
o Understand sentiment in the fan base 

 
This centralized functionality optimizes investment made in the organization’s media brand. 
Marketers can easily target, launch, and track growth initiatives and managers can easily monitor 
all communication channels to assess results. 
 
 

 



 

 

Summary 
 
In the process of increasing growth and profits, organized sports enterprises have become media 
brands. Teams, leagues, and conferences are now managing content of all types (including video 
and audio content) as well as two-way interactions with fans through a variety of public and 
proprietary platforms and devices. The marketing potential is huge. However, with different 
departments focused on different objectives, media messaging can become disjointed and 
difficult to manage effectively. This presents a public relations risk that can have negative impact 
on revenues and growth. 
 
Sports organization media management (and related marketing results) is significantly improved 
through deployment of a centralized online hub. Messages, video, audio, polls, sweepstakes, and 
other forms of communication can be distributed automatically through multiple channels. Fans 
can access this content on whatever platform or device they prefer. The organization can manage 
both public and proprietary channels (e.g. a team-specific social network or mobile application) 
through this hub. The hub can also capture a rich variety of information about fan preferences, 
opinions, and activities; this information can be used to improve marketing campaigns and to 
segment the fanbase, allowing narrowly focused offers and communications.  
 
In short, sports enterprises will see a high return on investment through use of a central media 
management platform. They will also be better positioned to take full business advantage of new 
forms of fan interaction that arise in the future. 
 
  

About Direct Message Lab 
 
Direct Message Lab provides and end-to-end social media and mobile engagement platform.  
Associations can create, target and deploy content to users across Facebook, Twitter, mobile and 
social applications all at once. The platform provides comprehensive metrics on engagement and 
deep profiles on users.  As a software-as-service platform, Direct Message Lab is straightforward 
and fast to implement.   For more information contact: 
 
Kevin Jerge 
kevinj@directmessagelab.com 
212-398-6811 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


